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1.  News about 14 hours ago — View full project on
behance
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2.  Vertobase Brand Overview about 13 hours ago —
Vertobase is crypto exchange site allowing to quickly and securely exchange crypto and fiat currencies. Check out a
full project on Behance Vertobase branding smart by design™ worked closely on developing Vertobase brand. During
the exploration stage, our goal was to find a shape that feels dynamic, moving and symbolizing exchange. We started
with more literal metaphors such as arrows, but t...
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3.  Schedule Page for SaaS platform about 8 hours ago
— Hi, folks!  I want to present to you my new concept the Schedule page for SaaS platform! I'll be waiting for your
opinion. Don't forget to share your love [L] 😍         Interest to work with us? Let's chat about your future
unicorn! Select convenient time for a call here. Or write to hi@bravewings.io 
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4.  Libro Customers about 13 hours ago — Hey guys!
Hope you have a wonderful week! Here's a third part of the Libro project, a communication tool, that improves
collaboration and communication through employees, enabling them to work together effectively, regardless of
location or device. Cheers for checking it out and hope you like it! We are available for new projects. Just drop us a
line: hello@afterglow.ai
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5.  App design / Animation about 14 hours ago — Hey
hey! Time to improve animation skills! For tiny sweet details check out the full size preview in the attachment :)
Behance
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6.  Event Manager about 16 hours ago — Hi all!
Thursday is a Dribble day, so here's a brand new shot from our team! This time, we worked on the concept of an event
management platform. In this concept, we featured custom vivid&bright illustrations for event cards and worked on
content organization to make the interface simple and clean. If you like it, you know what to do 😉  UI made by
Viktoria Illustrations made by Nastia
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7.  Hot Luck Music Lineup Poster about 9 hours ago —
This vintage-grocery-store-ad-inspired poster for the Hot Luck music lineup was such a fun copy & design exercise.
How often do you get to make a thing with little gems like "ASK US ABOUT FISH!" and "100% NUTS"? There's
also a whole loaf of bread, pile o' nuts, and some nice, juicy, Leftover Salmon. These old ads were so un-designed
with a crazy mix of type and layout. I totaled out with 9...
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8.  Lens Promo Web Catalogue about 14 hours ago —
Lens website is focused on the comfort of a potential buyer during use. Also, the blog provides with information about
the differences between types of lighting, where and which one is better to use, as well as a catalogue with models and
description of the company.  Mail us if you need to design a custom website. --  Follow our team
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9.  Winter about 19 hours ago — Show some "L" if you
like it Follow our team Queble
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10.  Jet Admin about 8 hours ago — Hello guys!  Jet
Admin is a SaaS admin panel solution that can be easily integrated into your database through a Jet Bridge generated
API. Installation happens in only under 5 minutes! Learn more in our blog post: https://bit.ly/2Fmrbka Check out our
live demo: https://bit.ly/2WSSlK4 Press «L» to share love and stay tuned! See you soon! 
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11.  Mobile app - Social media network about 13 hours
ago — Hey Dribbbles, we believe that a social media should be bright, easy and fun to navigate. This design was
created keeping in mind these simple principles. We're looking forward to hearing what you think about it! *** Want
to say hi? Drop us a few lines at hello@outcrowd.io Or be a part of our community at: Twitter | Instagram
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12.  Tarot about 9 hours ago
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13.  Worldwide Excursions Application about 15 hours
ago — I always wanted to use an amazing picture in minimal UI design. And here is my vision of excursion list to
different places around the world. Follow My New Instagram Account
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14.  Stocks Analysis App about 18 hours ago — Visual
exploration for Stocks Analysis App ------ Interested to work together? Shoot your business inquiry to
ghani@paperpillar.com
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15.  Playful Analytics about 16 hours ago — Hi all!
Wanted to share another illustration on the style I am exploring. Looking for your comments! And don’t forget to
follow me on Instagram
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16.  Coca-Cola madness about 8 hours ago — Coca-Cola
madness  Check out a little story about collaboration project "Life with brands" Animation by Serg Sprenne
Illustration by Yanka and Denis_B Check our Instagram!
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17.  Cub Studio 2020 Showreel about 9 hours ago — New
showreel out now. See below! https://www.cubstudio.com/showreel
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18.  C + User + Arrow + Box Logo Concept about 13
hours ago — Hey everybody, Check this unused logo concept for a current branding project. The idea is to combine a
letter C, a user icon (rotated 90 degree), an arrow and a box. Can you see all that? ;)
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19.  Animated Onboarding Screens June 19, 2019
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20.  Fitness App June 19, 2019 — Fitness apps have a
wide range of functionalities helping keep yourself always fit. With a deep understanding of the huge influence of
these applications on users’ everyday life, many designers try to activate the problem-solving potential of their fitness
apps. In this article, we will describe the essentials of the UI design for a fitness app and share some handy tips from
our mobile app des...
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21.  Random bits & things about 3 hours ago — Created
this for a class I was taking! https://www.instagram.com/p/ByQk1xeHKwT/
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22.  Workspace 2 about 15 hours ago
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23.  Nickle Brandbook about 9 hours ago — Here is the
complete and final design for the Nickle brandbook. Let me know what you all think! _______________________ Be
sure to follow the @unfold team for regular updates. Do you have a project you’d like to collaborate on? Email us at
www.unfold.co/contact
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24.  Culture of Fresh about 5 hours ago — Type tagline
for Slice Beer Co. We will be heading to Lincoln California later this summer to paint this large scale on the wall of
the Taproom!
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